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A notion of uniform convexity is defined for quasi-normed (complex) spaces by 
replacing norms of midpoints of segments in the space by norms of centers of 
complex discs in the space. Complex uniformly convex spaces (c.u.c. spaces) 
always have cotype. In Banach lattices, possessing cotype and being complex 
uniformly convex are the same. Duals of C*-algebras are c.u.c., and, in fact, have 
cotype 2. The behavior of certain martingale difference sequences in C.U.C. spaces is 
examined. This leads to an isomorphic description of the spaces having the 
property. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Geometric properties of the unit ball of a normed space can give useful 
information about properties of the space: for example, Enflo [6] and Pisier 
[20] have shown that there is a close relationship between the uniform 
convexity or uniform smoothness of a space and the behavior of martingales 
taking values in the space. Most attention has been paid to the geometry of 
real normed spaces, or to the geometry of the real spaces underlying 
complex normed spaces. There are, however, many situations (e.g., in 
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COMPLEX UNIFORM CONVEXITY 1 I 1 
operator theory, Banach algebra theory, and function theory) where it is 
much more natural to work with complex spaces than with real spaces, and 
where the complex structure plays an essential part in the theory. 
In this paper, we will consider complex analogues of the modulus of 
convexity of a normed space. The modulus of convexity gives a uniform 
measure of the convexity of the unit ball of a normed space; by contrast, the 
complex analogues measure subharmonicity rather than convexity, and it 
transpires that the basic ideas extend naturally and usefully to a class of 
quasi-normed spaces, which includes the L,,-spaces, for 0 < p < 1. 
In Section 2 we introduce the complex moduli that we shall consider. 
These moduli again involve a parameter p taking values in (0, co 1; the main 
result of this section is that in suitable circumstances the moduli with 
0 < p < co are all equivalent. The fact that the range of equivalence includes 
1 is particularly useful, as, for example, the proofs of Theorems 4.3 and 7. I 
show. Nevertheless, we do not know if cc is included in the range of 
equivalence. We introduce some further moduli, for normed spaces, which 
relate to this problem, and describe some other rather simple moduli, which 
are equivalent to the moduli of Section 2 for normed spaces and for 
l<p<co. 
In Section 4, we study the complex moduli of spaces L,(E). Here the 
results are similar to those in the real case. The main difficulty is to show 
that the moduli are equivalent to a function h for which /z(E”~) is convex. 
The arguments are direct, but more complicated than in the real case. The 
real space L, is of course not uniformly convex. By contrast, the complex 
spaces L,, for 0 < p < 2, all enjoy similar complex convexity properties. The 
fact that a result of this sort holds for the complex space L, was first 
established by Globevnik [lo]. It is also true that the trace class S, . 01 
operators on Hilbert space, is complex uniformly convex. The fact that S, is 
complex uniformly convex has been generalized to arbitrary duals of C;’ 
algebras by Haagerup [ 111. We are grateful to him for allowing us to include 
the proof of his result here. 
Enflo [ 6 1 and Pisier [ 201 established the connection between the existence 
of equivalent uniformly convex norms on Banach spaces, and the behavior of 
certain martingale difference sequences in the space. There are complex 
analogues of their results established in Section 5. In order to draw the 
analogy, we must define a class of martingales (and a class of “shrubs”) in 
L,(E) which reflect the complex structure of E. With these definitions, it is a 
relatively straightforward matter to relate complex convexity and martingale 
inequalities, as in [ 201. Theorem 5.4 corresponds to Enflo’s results. It is a 
renorming theorem, and in contrast to the real case, we are not able to use 
midpoint convexity. As a result, the proofs are correspondingly more com- 
plicated. 
The main problem left unanswered in this section is Problem 8: If a 
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Banach space (E, (] I]) h as strictly positive complex moduli of convexity, can 
it be renormed to have complex moduli of power type growth? (This is the 
case for real uniform convexity). That the answer may be positive is 
suggested by the results of the next section, which show that such a space 
must have some cotype. This follows easily from results on cotype of 
Maurey and Pisier [ 161. We give an example due to Gilles Pisier (Theorem 
6.3) which shows that a complex convexity is stronger than cotype, and also 
shows that complex geometry can give useful information in Banach algebra 
theory. 
We end with results concerning complex lattices. These results are, if 
anything, more satisfactory than the corresponding results for real lattices, as 
it is not necessary to impose p-convexity conditions. There are other classes 
of spaces where complex geometry can give useful information; for example, 
in [9] results of this paper are used in the study of ideals of operators on a 
Hilbert space. 
Several interesting questions about uniformly PL-convex spaces are not 
addressed at all in this paper. One area for study comes from the analogy 
with the study of spaces having the Radon-Nikodym property. In particular, 
must the HP martingales defined here converge in L,(E)? Edgar has given 
modified definitions of HI, martingales and uniform PL convexity which 
allow one to prove convergence theorems. It is not known, however, whether 
or not his definition of PL convexity is stronger than ours. It is true, though, 
that complex L, satisfies his definition, so that his martingales do converge 
there. 
2. SOME COMPLEX MODULI OF CONVEXITY 
We now turn to complex spaces and complex moduli. As was mentioned 
in the Introduction, it is appropriate to consider quasi-normed spaces, rather 
than normed spaces. As the moduli are obtained by taking averages, it is 
necessary to impose some continuity conditions on the quasi-norms. 
We recall (cf. [ 13, Sect. 15.10) that a quasi-norm on a vector space E is a 
real non-negative function ]] ]] on E satisfying 
(9 llaxll = I al llxll f or a 11 scalars cz and all x in E; 
(ii) there exists K > 0 such that 1]x +y]] <K(]]x]] + ]iy]]) for all x and 
y in E; and 
(iii) ]]x]] = 0 if and only if x = 0. 
The smallest K for which (ii) holds will be called the quasi-norm constant of 
(ET II Ilk 
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The sets {x: /Ix]1 < E} form a base of neighborhoods of 0 for a metrizable 
vector space topology on E. The function I/ I] need not even be Borel- 
measurable with respect to this topology. If (E, ]I I]) is a quasi-normed space. 
there exists 0 < p < 1 and a p-norm I IP which determines the topology of E 
[ 13, Sect. 15.10(S)]; the function / ijip is then a quasi-norm on E which 
determines the topology of E, and is continuous, and uniformly continuous 
on the bounded sets of E. 
We shall restrict attention to quasi-normed spaces (E, I/ :I) for which 11 i/ is 
uniformly continuous on the bounded sets of E: such a space will be called a 
continuous[v quasi-normed space. For our purposes, the most important 
examples are the L,-spaces, for 0 <p < 1. with quasi-norms 
Ilfll, = (1 lfl” & j ’ “, 
Suppose that (0, C, ,u) is a measure space, that (E, // 11) is a continuously 
quasi-normed space and that 0 <p < co. We denote by L,(E) the space of 
all (equivalence classes of) strongly measurable E-valued functions f for 
which 
is finite. 
Ilfll, = (J lIf(w)ll” o4dw) j ’ ’ 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (L,(E), 11 1,) is a continuously quasi-normed space. 
ProoJ Straightforward modifications to the argument in the scalar case 
(cf. [ 13, pp. 157-1581) h s ow that L,(E) is a vector space and /I II,, is a quasii 
norm. 
Since ]IxiJp is uniformly continuous on the unit ball of E, given E > 0 there 
exists 6 > 0 such that ]I]xJ]~ - ]IJJ~I~I < E” if ]lx// < 1, iiy~l < 1 and 
//x - ~11 < 6. Choose v > 0 so that K( 1 + (l/S))r < E (where K is the quasi- 
norm constant of E). Then if llfl], < 1, jJ gllP < 1 and iif- gl/, < 7, let 
A = Iw: ILow> - g(w)/l < f3 II g(w)/l < 6 lIf(~)ll i 
and 
B = 1~: IIf - g(o>ll 2 6 II g(w)/l I.
IfwEA. let 
f,(o) =f(~>lllf(~)ll5 g,(w) = g(~m-(~)l~~ 
Then llf,(w>lI =1, g,(w)11 < 1, and IIf, -g,(o)lI < 6. Therefore. 
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Ilf(~)ll” - II g(~>ll” = Ilf(~)ll” (Ilf,(~)ll” - II g,(w)lY) < E* llf(w)llP. Note also 
that if w E B, 
Ilf(~)ll = W(w) -g(m)) + g(w))ll 
G mf(~) - g(w>ll + II dw)ll) 
G KC1 + l/4 IV(o) - dw)ll* 
Consequently, 
llfll; - II 41,” G i, (Ilfll” - II gll”) 4 + i, Ilfll” 4 
G cp I, Ilfll” 4 + Kp(l + (l/S))’ I, IV- gll’ 4 
< 2&P. 
This shows that (] ]lp is uniformly continuous on the unit ball of L,(E). 
In what follows, we shall consider various moduli. For most purposes we 
shall be concerned with their growth for small positive values. To this end, if 
f and g are non-negative, non-increasing functions on an interval containing 
0, we shall write f 2 g if there exists K > 1 such that g(s/K) < Kf(s) for 
0 < E < l/K: we shall write f 2 g if f 2 g and g ?f, and say that f and g are 
equivalent at 0. 
We recall [ 14, Sect. le] that if (E, )] I]) is a real normed space of dimension 
at least two the modulus of convexity 6, is defined by 
i&(c)= inf{ 1 - llx+yJl/2: llxll= )lyll= 1, Ilx-Yll= 61 
for 0 < E < 2. Elementary calculations (as in [ 14, Lemma I.e. lo]) show that 
this is equivalent at 0 to each of the moduli 
J,E(~)=inf{l -11x11: lIx+Yllp +Ilx-Yllp<2, IIYII =&I 
for 1 <p<oo. 
It is natural to consider analogous moduli in the complex case. Suppose 
now that (& II II) is a continuously quasi-normed complex space. For 
0 <p < 00, we define 
h,E(c)=inf 11 -~lxll:&j2nIlx+eie~llPd89 1, ll.~ll=&/ 
0 
and, for p = 00, 
hE,(s) = inf( 1 - ]]x]]: sup ]]x + e’“y]] Q 1, ]] y]] = 8). 
o<e(*n 
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It is often more convenient to work with another closely related family of 
moduli. We define 
for 0 < p < cc and F > 0, we define 
The function inverse to H, was introduced, for complex Banach spaces. 
by Globevnik 1 101. 
A simple scaling argument shows that h, A H,. Note also that for each c. 
the functions p + hp(s) are increasing on (0. cc 1, 
We shall say that a continuously quasi-normed space (E, I/ 11) is locally* 
PL-convex (resp. locally Ha-convex) if whenever x and J’ are in E there 
exists 6 = 6(x,.r) > 0 such that 
(resp. sup(llx + re’“vll: 0 < 8 < 27~) > ~lx~~) for all 0 < r < 6. We are asking 
that the function 11. lip be pluri-subharmonic in E (e.g.. 11, 18, 21 I). The 
notation “PL-convex” is motivated by 1211. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that (5 II II) is a continuously quasi-normed 
space. The following are equivalent: 
(i) (E, 11 1) is locally PL-convex: 
(ii) there exists 0 <p < co such that whenever s and y are in E then 
there exists 6 = 6(x. y) > 0 such that 
for all 0 < r < 6; 
(iii) log I/x(1 is a pluri-subharmonic function on E. 
Proof. That (iii) implies (i) and that (i) implies (ii) are trivial. That (ii) 
implies (iii) follows from the p-homogeneity of 11x 11” [18, Proposition 1.1.10 I. 
We are grateful to G. A. Edgar for pointing this out to us. We are grateful. 
also, to N. Kalton for pointing out to us that a similar proposition appears in 
Aleksandrov [ 11 in which the isomorphic version of PL-convexity is 
discussed. 
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What we have, then, is that (E, (( 11) is locally PL-convex if and only if for 
each x and y in E, the function 
is in the class PL. A function u is in PL if log u is subharmonic. This 
explains our terminology. 
Remark. If (E, )I 11) is a normed space, (E, )/ II) is locally PL-convex. 
The next result is a necessary first step in discussing the complex uniform 
convexity of Lf. It will be needed for the renorming theorems of Section 7. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that (0, C,,u) is a measure space, that 
0 -cp < co, and that (E, )I II) is locally PL-convex. Then L,(Q, C, p, E) is 
locally PL-convex. 
Proof: Suppose that f and g are in L,(E) and that 11 IJp = 1. For each t, 
the function 
j&4 v> = IIf@> + (u + iv) &)llP 
is subharmonic, and so therefore is 
The result follows from Proposition 2.2. 
We shall improve on this result in Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.9. 
PROBLEM 1. Is a locally H,-convex space necessarily locally PL- 
convex? 
Now we are ready to define the central concept of this paper. We shall say 
that a continuously quasi-normed space (E, (I 11) is uniformly PL-convex 
(resp. uniformly PI,-convex) if H:(E) > 0 for all E > 0 (resp. H&(E) > 0 for 
all E > 0). Uniform H,-convexity was introduced by Globevnik [ 101 (under 
the name uniform c-convexity). Since (1/2n) li” /Ix + eiey 11 d0 = 
(1/27r) J‘i” (f 1(x + e’“yII + /IX - e’“y I/) de, it is clear that uniformly convex 
spaces are uniformly PL-convex. The converse statement fails, of course. A 
uniformly PL-convex space is clearly locally PL-convex. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that (E. 1) 11) is a continuously quasi-normed 
space. The following are equivalent: 
(i) (E, I/ 11) is unz$ormZy PL-convex; 
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(ii) there exists 0 <p < 00 such that H:(F) > 0 for all c > 0; 
(iii) H:(E) > Ofor all 0 < p < co and 0 < I:. 
If so, all the rnoduli H: are equivalent for 0 < p < CL). In jhct 
H:(F) < H&(E) < HE(\/e t‘). 
Proof It is clearly sufficient to prove the second inequality. Suppose that 
:I.YI~ = I and ll~‘/I = &E. Let 
f(u, L’) = I1.K + (u + ir)y IY. 
Then f is of class PL, since (E, /( 11) is locally PL-convex, and so 
(f(u, 1%))’ du dv) ‘I2 
by 118. 3.261, and 
(f(u. c))’ du dc 
by 13 1. Combining these, and letting x and ~1 vary. we obtain the inequality 
which we want. 
PROBLEM 2. Suppose that (E, /I 11) 1s a locally PL-convex space which is 
uniformly H ,-convex. Is (E, 11 1) uniformly PL-convex? 
PROBLEM 3. Suppose that (E. /I 11) is uniformly PL-convex. Is H , 2 H, 
forO<p<co? 
It is the growth of the moduli h, and H, near 0 that is important, rather 
than the actual values of the moduli. This leads us to make the following 
definitions. Suppose that g is a continuous non-decreasing function on [O. I I 
which vanishes to 0. We shall say that a continuously quasi-normed space 
(E. I/ 11) is g-uniformly PL-convex if HT 9 g. If g(s) = E’ (where 2 < r < co ) 
we say that (E, I/ II) is r-uniformly PL-convex (g-uniform H +onvexity and 
u-uniform Hz-convexity are defined similarity). 
If 0 < p < co and 2 < r < co, a continuously quasi-normed space (E, iI !I) 




x + e”y lip de 
1 
> (II-d’ + 1 /I?~llr)“’ 
0 
for all x and y in E; we shall denote the largest possible value of 2 by I,.,(E). 
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It is easy to see that 
I,,,(E) < r limjrtf(HV(E)/s’). 
In the case where r =p = 2 we can say more. 
PROPOSXTAON 2.5. Zf (E,\/ 11) is a 2-uniformly PL-convex space, 
H%Y~Z + %,2(E) as E+ 0. 
Proof The proof is essentially due to Haagerup [III. Let 0 < a < 
lim E+O sup(H~(~)/s’). Suppose that x and y are non-zero elements of E. Let 
g(u, u) = J/x + (u + iu)yl12 - 2a(u2 + u2) Jly/12. 







=&i,“” (Ix + (u + iu)y + teioylj2 dtJ 
-/lx + (u + iv)yl12 -- 2cffZ )Iyl12. 
$ 
J 
-*% 11~ + (U + iu)y t fei8yl12 de 
0 
- I/x + (u + w2,p, > 2a llYl12? 
and so g is subharmonic [ 18, 2.31. Thus 
11 x 1) 2 = g(0, 0) Q $ ,f:z g(cos 8, sin S) dfl 
It is possible to introduce other moduli of complex convexity. For 
example, if E is a normed space, it is natural to restrict attention to vectors y 
which are tangent to the ball of E at x. Let us denote the resulting modulus 
by T;. Then it is not hard to show that all the moduli T: are equivalent, for 
0 < p < co, and that they are equivalent to H”, . 
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A more primitive collection of moduli is obtained by replacing Lebesgue 
measure on the circle by a 4-point discrete measure. Thus, set 
In the case that E is normed and 1 <p < co, these moduli are equivalent to 
the H,-moduli. In other case they are quite different. 
3. THE COMPLEX MODULI OF THE COMPLEX NUMBERS, 
AND OF HILBERT SPACE 
Elementary calculations show that H:(E) = E and that 





Thus C is 2-uniformly PL-convex. We shall see that these moduli, and the 
constants Zp,*(C), are needed in several situations, so there is some interest in 
knowing that H;(E) behaves in detail. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) H:(e) = (1 + s2)l” - 1, so that I,<,(C)> 1 for 
2<p< 00. 
(ii) HpC(e)/s’ -p/4 as E + 0,fir 0 <p < cx). 
(iii) If0 <E < 1, 
+J2” (1 + 2E cos 8 + &2)‘!2 > 1 + 9/4; 
0 
thus H:(e) > ~*/4 for 0 < F < 1 and Z,.,(C) = +. 
Proof. The proofs of (i) and (iii) are quite elementary. 
We are grateful to Peter Goddard for showing us that if p = 1, the 
inequality holds for all 0 < F ,< 1. Making the substitution x = cos 8/2, 
m=$j’2n(I-2& cosn+E2)‘~2d19+1 +E)E(p)* 
0 
where E(k) = j: fl~~~~~j d x is a complete elliptic integral of 
the second kind, and p2 = 4s/(l + E)‘, By a standard transformation 
E(P) = & [2E(e)- (1 - c')K(E)(, 
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where 
K(k) = J1 dx/\/( 1 - x’)( 1 - k!x2) 
0 
is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind. But if k* < 1, 
and 
E(k) = 3 
where (2n - l)!! = (2n - 1). (2n-3)...3. 1. Thus 
PROBLEM 4. Is it true that IP,*(C) =p/2 for 0 <p < 2? 
We now turn to Hilbert space. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that H is a complex Hilbert space and that 
dim H> 2. Then Hf= HP” for 0 <p< 2 and H:(E)= H:(E)= 
(1 + E*)“* - 1 for 2 <p < co. 
Proof. Suppose that x and y are unit vectors in H and that E > 0. We can 
write y=y, +y,, where y, 1 x. Let y, = de’*x, where d is real and non- 
negative. Then 
(Ix + ce’“yll = (1 + 2&d cos(8 + #) + E*)“* 
so that if 0 < p < 2 
(1 + 2&d cos B + e2)p’2 de - 1 = HZ(&) 
as an easy differential argument shows. Clearly 
H&(e) = (1 + Ed)“* - 1 = H:(E) 
sothatHF=HT=HFfor2<p<co. 
If (E, 11 1) is a continuously quasi-normed space, Ht <H;, and so 
Hf<HFfor O<p<2. 
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PROBLEM 5. Is Hf < HF for 2 <p < 00 (for dim E > 2)? 
It follows from Dvoretzky’s theorem that the answer is “yes” if (E, // 11) is 
an infinite-dimensional normed space. The problem clearly reduces to the 
case where dim E = 2. If E is a two-dimensional normed space, 
d(E, 1:) < 6; from this it follows that if dim E > 2 then H:(E) < Hf(/? F) 
for 2<p<a3. 
4. THE MODULI OF L,(E) 
We wish to relate the complex convexity of L,(E) to the complex 
convexity of E. In the case of r-uniform H,-convexity, with 0 < p < r. this is 
quite straightforward. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that 0 < p < Y, and that E is a r-uniformly PLY 
convex quasi-normed space. Then L,(E) is r-unlyormly PL-convex, and 
Ir,p(LpW = L,(E). 
ProoJ: If x and 4’ are in L,(E), 
> -i,, (Ilx(t>llL + h,,(E) II Y(N<)~‘~ &(f) 
which shows that Z,,,(L,(E)) > Z,,,(E). (The second inequality follows from 
Jensen’s inequality in the 2-dimensional space I:.,,.) The converse inequality 
is obvious. 
COROLLARY 4.2. (i) If 0 <p < 2, then L,(sZ, C,p) is 2-uniformly PL 
convex, and Z,,,(L,) = I,,,(C) 
(ii) If 2 < p < 03 then L,(Q, z, ,u) is p-uniformly PL-convex. 
Globevnik [lo] showed that L, is 2uniformly H,&onvex. 
The 2-uniform PL-convexity of L,(R, C, ,u) extends to the non- 
commutative case. The next result is due to Haagerup 11 11; we are grateful 
to him for allowing us to present it here. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that A is a C*-algebra. Then A* is 2-uniformly 
PL-convex, and I,,,(A *) > $. 
Proof: Since A* embeds isometrically in A** *, and since A* * is a 
unital C*-algebra, we may suppose that A is a unital C*-algebra of 
operators on a Hilbert space H. 
Suppose that f and g are in A*, and that ijfll= 1 and 11 g/l < 1. Suppose 
also that 0 < q < 1. By the Russo-Dye theorem [4, p. 2101, the closed unit 
ball of A is the closed convex hull of the unitary elements of A, and so there 
exist unitary elements u and v in A such that 
If@) - 1 I < 17 and I if(v) - II Al I < v 
Let us set 
Se = + (e’“v *u - epieu*v) 
for 0 < 8 < 2x. Note that S, is Hermitian. Suppose now that 0 </I < 1. Let 
us set 
a(B) = u + i/M, -c US: 
for 0 < ~9 < 27~. If h E H, 
(a(8)h, a(8)h) = (uh, uh) + $ (uSi h, uSi h), 
so that 11 a(@11 = (1 + p”/4)“‘. Consequently 
(1 + /3”/4)“” (-$-j:n IIf+ eieg)l de) > & Re j:X (f+ eieg) a(O) dB 
=Re (f@)+$g(v)-$f(t)) 
>(l -r> (1 -;+$/gll). 
(Here we have used the fact that li” eine dB = 0 if n # 0.) We set /3 = 11 gl/; 
since q is arbitrary, 
-& j:‘Ilf+ eiegll de> (1 + II gll’/4)(1 + II gl14/4)-1’2. 
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Thus 
H:*(e) > H;*(E) > &74 + O(E4): 
the result follows from Proposition 2.5. 
Haagerup has also observed that the constant i in Theorem 4.3 is best 
possible, in that L,(O, 1) is isometric to a subspace of the dual of C[O, 1 ] and 
I,,,(L,(O, 1)) = +. To see this, let 
f(t) = 1 and g(t) zz f+i for O<t< 1. 
Then if Jb > 0. 
IV+ e’W1 = IV+ Ml, for 0 < 6 < 271, 
so that 
This reduces the result to that of Proposition 3.l(ii). 
Remark. One can use Theorem 4.3 to provide a proof of the following 
recent result of Arazy 12) and Simon (221: Let (A,} and A be in the trace 
class C,. Suppose that A, -+A in the weak operator topology and that 
II4II~d4I,.Then l14-41+Q 
We now return to considering L,(E). We wish to relate the moduli Hf; to 
the moduli @@‘. In order to do this, we consider the growth of H: near 0: 
in Corollary 4.7 we show that if E is locally PL-convex there is a function h 
such that h(c”‘) is a convex function and h A H:. The proof of this is rather 
more complicated than the proof of the corresponding result for 6, (cf. 18. 
Corollary 111); once this is established, however, the results concerning 
L,(E) follow quite easily, as in the real case. 
We begin with an elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let g be a real-valued function onl- 1, 1). Then for an?- 
positive integer n there exists j with -n <j < n such that 
g y+)+g (JJ)-2g ~~~~~(g(l)+g(-l)-26.(0)). 
ProoJ: Let 
‘HO’5”l Y 
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> x (2k+ l)q=n*v. 
k=O 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that f is a subharmonic function on the disc 
D = ((u, u); u2 + v* < 1). Then for each positive integer n there exists 
(un, v,), with ui + v’, < 4, such that 
& j;nf (un + +, v, + G) de -f(u,, u,J 
< $ (4 j2nf(~~~ e, sin 8) de -f(O, 0)). 
0 
ProoJ A standard averaging argument shows that it is sufficient o prove 
the result when f is invariant under rotations about the origin. 
Let us set 
K = & j:X/(~o~ 8, sin 8) de -f(O, 0). 
Let h(y) =f(2y, 0) -f(O, 0) for y < 0. Since f is subharmonic, h is a convex 
increasing non-negative function on (-co, 01 (21, 1.131. Since h(0) = K, it 
follows that 
h(-1) + h(-2) - 2h(-If) <K/3. 
Applying Lemma 4.4, there exists y, such that 
-2<y,-- l/n<y,+ l/n<--1 
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and 
Since h is convex, 
KY, + v> + KY, -Y) - 2WJ < $ for 0 <y < l/n. 
Let x, = 2yn, so that $ < x, ( f. Now 
where 
(i 2x,coso 1 
b2 
j(Q=log, xf, + gn - 
+ (8n)2 1 1 
1 
’ (8nx,)’ 
< Yn + log,(e) 
cos 8 1 
ygjy + 
n Wnx,J2 
3 cos e 3 
<Y”f ~ - dn + l&2 G4’fl 





4n -) -UJj ““+$$ 
We now use Theorem 4.5 to give us information about the moduli H,. 
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THEOREM 4.6. SuPPose hat (K II II) is a locally PL-convex space and 
0 <p < 03. Then there exists a constant C depending only on p and the 
quasi-norm constant K of E such that 
P <c%(4 HE(b) 
b2 ’ a2 
for 0 < b < a ,< l/K. 
ProofI Since Hf is an increasing function 
HE(b) +<64(K+ 1) 2 H;(4 
a2 
if 8(K + 1)b > a. If 0 < 16Kb < Q, there exists a positive integer n such that 
8(K+ l)bn<a < 8(K+ l)b(n+ 1). 
Since a < 1, H;(a) < 1. Suppose that q > 0 and that H;(a) + q < 1. There 
exist x and y with 1) xJJ = 1, )I y JJ = a such that 
1 
- (f IJx + eieyllP d0) I” < 1 + H;(a) + r 271 
and so 
where C, depends only on p. Now let f(u, v) = (Ix + (U + iv)y/(p. The 
function f is subharmonic: Let (u”, v,J be a point satisfying the conclusions 
of Theorem 4.5. Let W, =x + (u, $ iv,)y. Then 
1 - (l/2) UK 
K <l/(w,ll<Kt 1. 
Let x, = wn/ll w,, II, Y,, = y/8n II w,, 11. Then 
IIp W;(4 + rl)- 
n 
As n2 > a2/256(K t 1)’ b2, there exists C, depending only on p and K, such 
that 
/Ix, + eieyn /Ip do) I” - 1 < $ W:(a) + 17). 
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But // y, 11 > a/(8K + 1) > b, so that since H,” is an increasing function, and 7 
can be taken arbitrarily small, Hf(b)/b’ < CHE(a)/a*. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If (E, /I 11) is a uniformly PL-convex space there exists u 
function g on 10, 11 such that g L Hy and g(E”2) is convex. 
Proof: Let j(s) = Hf.(&“‘), and let f be the convex minorant of j. Then 
f 2 j [ 8. Lemma 2; 15 1 and so if g(e) =j(c’). g has the required properties. 
We are now in a position to establish the complex analogue of 18. 
Proposition I I. 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that (E, I/ 11) is g-uniformly PL-convex, that 
0 < p < 03, and that f (E) = g(&““) is convex. Then if (f2, C, p) is a measure 
space, L,(E) is also g-uniformly PL-convex. 
Proof Since h: 9 g, there exists 0 < k < 4 such that h:(c) > kg(kc) for 
0 < I: < 2. Suppose that x and y are elements of L,(E) for which 
x + e”y lip dt? = 1 and /I J’ I/ = E. 
Define 9 by 
q(t) = & f2r 11x(t) + eieJ(t)llP dH] 
I.p 
"0 
and let A = (t: q(t) > 0). Note that q(t) > 11 y(t)ii. If t E A, 
so that 
and 
l14t)llP -< 1 -min(l,p)kg 
Mo)P 
Thus 
< 1 - min(l,p)k!/i";d~~ftip) Mt))PW). 
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Now q(t)P,u(dt) is a probability measure on A and f is convex, so that by 
Jensen’s inequality 
1 ( 
f kP IIYWII” 
A mp 1 Mt))P M4 >f (jA kP II YWI” WI) = g(k II y II>. 
Thus 
and so 
IblIp G 1 - min(W kg@ llvll> 
IId< l-min P,+ Wllyll). ( ) 
COROLLARY 4.9. If (E,II II) is uniformly PL-convex and 0 < p < 2, 
H&,(E) 2 HE 
P P’ 
Remark. Let rp(e) = Ed. Then it is easy to see that if 2 <p < co and 
dimL, > 1, then Hip& rp. Let us extend this result by estimating the 
modulus HOP, where 2 <p < co and E is a uniformly PL-convex space. 
Let j(s) = H,“(e ‘lp), for 0 < E < 1, let f be the convex minorant for j and let 
g(s) =f(eP): g is the largest function dominated by H,” for which g(s”“) is 
convex. By Theorem 4.8, we know that Hf;aCE’ 9 g; we shall show that if 
dim L > 1 then HLpCE) 2 
r 
P P g. 
First we show that if 0 < a < 1 and 0 < E < 1 then 
H;~(~)(ae) < (~cx)~ H;(E). 
Suppose that 1 > V> H;(e). Then there exist x and 
IIYII =E and 
0) 
y in E with llxll = 1, 
IJx + eieyllp de) 
I/P 
-l<q. 
Let A and B be two disjoint sets of finite non-zero measure. Define 1 and v 
so that 
Let 
Ap,u(B) = ap, VP&A)= 1 - ap. 
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< 1 - ap + ap(l + rf)p 6 1 + (2a)” rf. 
From this it follows that HiPCE)(as) ,< (2a)p r], and so (t) follows. Thus if we 
set k(e) = HptJE)(elIP), 
k $ < aj(&) 
( i 
while if b > 2a 
Consequently k(b/2) < 2j’(b), and so HL@’ 2 g. 
P 
5. MARTINGALES 
Enflo [6] and Pisier [20] have shown that if (E, ]I 11) is a Banach space 
then the possibility of giving (E, ]] ]I) an equivalent norm under which E is 
uniformly convex is determined by the behavior of martingales taking values 
in E. 
We wish to obtain results of this kind for locally PL-convex spaces. We 
shall require the martingales that we consider to reflect the complex structure 
of the space (E, ]] I]). In particular, in order to take advantage of the uniform 
PL-convexity of spaces, we shall want expressions analogous to 
si” /IX + e’“~]] de to occur, even in the form of conditional expectations. In 
order to do this we proceed in the following way. We suppose that (C,)::,, is 
a filtration of a probability space (.Q, C, P) and that (?,)z:, is a sequence of 
complex random variables on 52 with the following properties: 
(i) each 7, is uniformly distributed on /z I = 1, 
(ii) each lrfn is C, measurable, and 
(iii) each v,, is independent of Z,- , . 
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Note that (ii) and (iii) imply that (~,J~=i is an independent sequence of 
random variables. 
First suppose that (E, 1) 11) is a Banach space and that 1 <p < co. Suppose 
that 0 < N < co, and suppose that (u,#=, is a sequence of E-valued random 
variables such that 
(iv> v, E &(E), 
(v) v, is Z,-measurable for all n, and 
(vi) B(v,IC,-,,r,)=B(v,IC,-,)forn>O. 
Let x0 = d, = u,, , and let d, = v, qn and x, = Cj”=O dj, for n > 0. Notice that 
with this delinition, one has 
The process x = (x,)~=, will be called an HP-martingale and the sequence 
(d,)f=, an HP-martingale diJfference sequence. Note that an HP-martingale is 
a martingale in the usual sense. 
If E is a quasi-normed space or 0 <p < 1, it is not in general possible to 
define conditional expectations: we therefore replace conditions (v) and (vi) 
by 
(v’) v0 is constant, and 
(vi’) v, is Z,-, measurable, for n > 0. 
In this case, we shall call the resulting process an H,,-shrub. 
We shall see that the somewhat complicated definition we have given for 
an HP-martingale is needed in our proof of the triangle inequality in the 
renorming Theorem 5.3. Roughly, we need to attach separate martingales to 
separate halves of the probability space, and retain the HP-martingale 
character of the result. This simply will not work for HP-shrubs. The 
construction with shrubs yields new martingales, but they are no longer 
themselves HP-shrubs. At this point we can also note the difficulty in proving 
convergence theorems for HP-martingales. Such convergence theorems 
generally rely on stopping the martingales involved. If one attempts to 
construct a sequence of stopped HP-martingales, he finds himself with 
martingales, but not HP-martingales. In other words, there is no reason to 
expect good lower bounds for expressions like ~Y(l/x,]l I a) even when 
/Ix, - 8(x, ] a)][ stays large. 
We shall first establish results parallel to those of 1201. We prove two 
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results in each direction, one for HP-shrubs and continuously quasi-normed 
spaces, and one for II,-martingales and Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that 2<q < 00, that 0 <p<q and that E is a 
q-uniformly PL-convex space. 
(i) If p > 1, E is a Banach space and (x,) is an H,-martingale taking 
values in E then 
(ii) If (x,) is an HP-shrub taking values in E then 
1 4 
sup IIxnlL,,(E) 2 &.P(E) 2 11 L’,, K,,F ,I . n n-o 
Proof. (i) Since 
by the conditional form of Jensen’s inequality 
II-h+, //;,w, =.I,, II-%+ IlIP dP 
by Theorem 4.1. This gives the result. The proof of (ii) is similar, and will be 
omitted. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that 2 <p ( 03 and that (E, 1) il) is a locally PL- 
convex space for which there exists a > 0 such that 
for all E-valued shrubs with sup, 1(x,, IJLDCEj < 00. Then for each 0 < 1) < o 
there exists an equivalent continuous quasi-norm < on E under which E is p 
untformly PL-convex, with I,,,(E) > B. 
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Proof: Let 
where the infimum is taken over all HP-shrubs (x~)~=~ with 
supn 11% lILpCE) < 00 and x0 = x. 
It follows from ($) that c(x) > p’Ip (Ix/I, and by considering the constant 
HP-shrub x, =x we have that C(x) < [Ix/I. F rom this it readily follows that C 
is a quasi-norm equivalent o 11 I(. 
The space L,(E) is a continuously quasi-normed space, and so given 
0 < E < 1 there exists 6 > 0 such that if 
llf II L,(E) G we4 - P>T 
II gllLp(m <W(a - P>Y and If- dL,(E) < 4 
then 
I Ilf II& - II dI&)l < E* 
Suppose that c(x) < 1, c(y) < 1, and 4(x - y) < p”“S. If 0 < E < 1 there 
exists an HP-shrub (x,J~=~ with supn (Ix,IILpCEJ < co and x0 = x such that 
sup I/x, K,(E) n -P g II UrI I &) < r”(x) + E. 
Note that this implies that sup,, /lx,, JJ&) < 2a/(a - p), so that if we set 
JJ,=x,+(.Y-xx) 
CP(Y) < sup II Y” llf,w -p 2 II ~nll~p(E) < C”(x) + 2.5. n n-l 
Thus 5 is a continuous quasi-norm. Now suppose that x and y are in E, 
and that E > 0. There exists K > 0 such that 
I CP(x + Y(Q) - C”(x + Y(JnYI < E 
for (j - 1)/K < I <j/K and for 1 ,<j 6 K. (Here, and later, we write 
r(t) = e’““.) For each 1 <j (K there exists an HP-shrub x(j) (defined on 
(a(j), CF), (Z’j~)$,, P(j)), say) with supn I(xj;i)IILDCE) < co, xp’ =x + y( j/K)y 
and 
s:P II x!? II&) -P nzl II d%,cEJ < Cp(x + yWO4 + E. 
We now construct a new probability space. For each 1 <j ,< K, let 
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lj = (j - l/K, j/K], with Lebesgue measure, and let 0”’ = I. x Q(j). Let T”’ 
be the a-field generated by the Bore1 sets of Ii and the set: in ,X(j) and for 
1 <n < co. Let T;’ be the o-field generated by the Bore1 sets of Zj and the 
sets in Cy! ]. Let pu.i be the product measure. We now let Q = UyP, Go’. and 
set 
co = (f4 $17 
C,= (A:AnO’j’E TI;” for 1 <j< K}. 
and 
C = {A: A (7 @‘j’ E T’.” for l<j<K} 
Finally if A E C we set 
P(A) = f pj(A n O(j)). 
j= I
If (t, w) E 0 and t E Zj, we set r~,(l, o) = y(t), r,-,(t, 0~) = v::,(t) for n > 2. 
It is straightforward matter to verify that the sequence (q,,) satisfies (i)-(iii). 
We now define an H, shrub x’ on S in the following way. We set 
x#. 0) = x, x;(t, 0) = x::,(o) + (y(t) - y(j/K))~ 
for tEZj and n> 1. 
Since (E, /( 11) is locally PL-convex, 
and so 
Now if n > 1 
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and 
Thus 
C”(x) ,< + i l”(x + YWWY) + 25 - P II Y IIP 
J-1 
< &J:= [“(x + e”y) d6’ + 3~ - P 1) y lip. 
Since E is arbitrary and ((y/I > c(y), this gives the result. 
Next we have a result about HP-martingales and Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that 2 <p < 03 and that (E, (I 11) is u Banach 
space for which there exists a > 0 such that 
for all E-valued HP martingales with sup,, (Ix,,IILDCE, < co. Then there exists 
an equivalent norm on E under which E is p-uniformly PL-convex, with 
Ip,,(E) > a. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 5.2: the only new 
point is to show that the function that we define is a norm. We set 
C”(x) = inf 
! 
sup llx, II& - a 2 II g(u, I znp lXp~E~ ( 3 
?l=l 
where the intimum is taken over all HP-martingales x with 
sup, II XII I&,(E) < co, and 8(x,,) = x. 
As before, a’lp I/x(1 < i(x) < IJxJ(, and C@x) = IpI C(x). Suppose that 
[(x’) < 1, that {(x”) < 1 and that 0 < L < 1. There exist HP-martingales x’ 
and x”, defined on (Q, C’, (C~)~zp=o, P’) and (a”, Z”, (Zi)?=,,, P”), respec- 
tively, with supn (lxnIILpCEJ < co, sup,, (IxI:(I~,(~) < coo, g(xi) = x’, a($‘) =x” 
such that 
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We set L?=R’Ul2”, Z=(AUB:AEC’,BEC”\ C,=(AUB:AEC;, . 
B E Ci} for n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and if A U B E Z we set P(A U B) = API(A) + 
(1 -A) P”(B). We set 
Iln(w) = v;(w), X”(0) =x;(w) for (0 E R’, 
rl,l((O) = v;(w)? x,(o) = xi(aJ) for (U E a”. 
Then (x,) is an HP-martingale with supn l/x, lI,,,(Fj < a3 and V(x,,) = Lx t 
(1 - I) x”, and 
Consequently [ is a norm on E. The rest of the proof follows the proof of 
Theorem 5.2 closely: the details are left to the reader. 
There are many problems concerning martingales. Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 
suggest 
PROBLEM 6. Suppose that 2 < q < co, that 1 <p < q and that (E. I/ 11) is 
a Banach space for which there exists a > 0 such that 
for all E-valued H,-martingales with supn J/x,//,+) < co. Is there an 
equivalent norm on E under which E is q-uniformly PLconvex? 
A similar problem arises for continuously quasi-normed spaces. 
PROBLEM 7. Do the conclusions of Theorem 5.3 hold if we only assume 
that (tt) holds for HP-shrubs? 
One of the very nice features of renorming theorems, via martingales, for 
super-reflexive spaces comes from the fact that the renorming can always be 
done to give moduli of convexity and smoothness of power type. That is. 
(S(E) - cp and p(r) - r4 (e.g., 1201). 
PROBLEM 8. Suppose that (E, I( 11) 1s a uniformly PL-convex Banach 
space. Is there q < co and an equivalent norm 11 // such that (E, (/ 11) is q- 
uniformly PL-convex? 
We now turn to results which correspond to those of Enflo 161. We need 
to make some definitions. An H,-martingale (resp. HP-shrub) x = (x,),: ,, 
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will be called an (N, s,p)-martingale (resp. (N, c, p)-shrub) if 
Il~(v,+1 1 C,)ll > c almost surely for 0 < n < N (resp. )I v, I/ > E almost surely 
for 1 < n < N). 
We shall say that a continuously quasi-normed space (E, )I 11) satisfies the 
finite p-martingale condition if there exists E > 0 such that for each finite N 
there exists an E-valued (N, c,p)-martingale x = (x,),,, with IIx~(I~~(~) < 1. 
The finite p-shrub condition is defined similarly. Note that if 1 Q p < q < 03 
the tinite q-martingale condition implies the finite q-martingale condition. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that (E, II II) is a complex Banach space. The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) there is an equivalent norm on E under which E is uniformly PL- 
convex; 
(ii) (E, 1) 11) does not satisfy the finite p-martingale condition for 
I<p<oo; 
(iii) there exists 1 <p < 03 such that (E, )I 11) does not satisfy thefinite 
p-martingale condition. 
Proof: Suppose that (i) holds, and that 1 <p < 0~). There exists an 
equivalent norm I I under which (E, I I) is uniformly PL-convex. By Theorem 
4.8, L,(E) is also uniformly PL-convex. Suppose that E > 0, and that (x,)~=~ 
is an (N, c,p)-martingale with llxN JILB(Ej ,< 1. Then 
a(lxl I”) = 4% + Ul VI I”> 
a~(l%+ (VI IGI)r,IP) 
> a(1 atv, I &x> > EP. 
As the process (x, 1” is a sub-martingale, JIx~((~~(~) < 1 for 1 < n <N. Let us 
set 4 = -dlI~,IIL,~E~, ok+, = ~,+l/ll~,IILD~E~, for 1 <n < N. For such n, 
where a = H:@‘(E) > 0. Thus 
II?tllLp(E) a 41 + Q-l 
and so N < log( l/e)/log( 1 + cz) + 1. Consequently (E, 1 I) does not satisfy the 
finite p-martingale condition; nor therefore does (E, I( II). Thus (i) implies (ii); 
trivially (ii) implies (iii). 
Now suppose that (E, 1) 11) d oes not satisfy the finite p-martingale 
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condition. Suppose that 0 < E ( 1. There exists a finite N such that if 
x = (x,)f=, is an (N, s,p)-martingale then (/x,v//l,D(,j > 1. 
We use N, E, and p to define three constants A, 6, and 0. We choose 
0 < A < 1 such that (1 - A) 2Nt2p > f. We then choose 6 > 0 such that 
1 + 6 + 841 + F)~“’ < (1 + A/2j2” 
and finally set u = S22-.KP4/p. The reasons for these choices should become 
clear as the proof proceeds. 
Let us denote by T,,, the class of all stopping times r with 0 < r < N. If 
x = (x,,),:~,, is an Ho-martingale and t E T,v, let us set 
f,(x) = ((( 1 + 6 . 2 -‘)(x,*)~~ + S~(X;)~~))‘~~~. 
where, as usual, 
Let us also set 
F(x) = inf( f,(x): r E T,y}. 
If x f 0, we define M, to be the collection of those HP-martingales 
x = (x,,)‘z=, which satisfy 
(a) 8(x,) =x, 
Go lI~(L’n+l I C,>il > E llxnll for 0 < n <N - 1, 
(Y) II-G+’ II > (1 -n>ll~(x,+, /~n~V,+,/l > (1 -W.~,/l 
for O<n<N- 1, and 
(6) II-d > (1 -n)qx). 
It is easy to see that if x # 0 and r] > 0 there exists an (N, E 1(x//, p) shrub 
satisfying (a), @), (y) and also satisfying 
x.; < ((1 + Ey + rl) l!xll; 
thus if v is small enough, and we set t = 0, 
F(x) <f,(x) < (1 + 6 + 86((1 + E)” + Y/)‘~)“‘~ l/x// 
< (1 + WI llxll, (*) 
so that (6) is also satisfied. Consequently M, is non-empty. 
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We now use the classes M, to define a real function on E. If x = 0, we set 
JIxJ(~= 0; otherwise we set 
l/xljB = inf{F(x): x E M,}. 
It follows from (*) that 
IIXII < Ilxllc~ (1 + W) IIXII. 
We want to show that (1 IJE is a norm on E. It is clear that IJax/IB= /aI ljxIIE. 
Suppose that 0 < JIx’(I, < 1, that 0 < /Ix”//, < 1 and that 0 <p < 1. There 
exist x’ in M,, and x” in M,, with 
0 < F(x’) = y’ < 1 and 0 < F(x”) = y” < 1. 
Suppose that y’ > y”. Let y” = (y’/y”) x” and let y” + (y’/y”) x”, so that 
F(y”) = y’. 
We can find 0 < a < 1 and p > 1 such that 
ax’+(1-cf)JJ”=pq3x’+(1-~)x”)=px, say. 
We now proceed in the same way as in Theorem 9 to construct an H,- 
martingale x from the martingales x’ and y” (giving weight a to the space on 
which x’ is defined, 1 - a to the space on which y” is defined). It is easy to 
verify that I;(x) = y’, and that x EM,,,. Thus IlpxllB< 1, and so llxljE < 1. 
This means that I( /I6 is a norm on E. 
We now establish a lemma which is at the heart of the proof. 
LEMMA 5.6. If x # 0, then 
where the infimum is taken over all x in M, and all z in TN with 
P(r < N) > 6. 
Proof: First note that if x E M,, then 
lIx,II > (1 -AP IIxol/ 2 f IIxoll9 
by the choice of 13, and so 
for O<y<N- 1. 
Conditioning on x,, it follows that 
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Suppose that 0 < rl <A/3. There exists x in M, and r in T,,, such that 
f,(x) G (1 + v> Ilxll,< (1 + 4 II4 
Let A = (w: x,*(o) > 2 jlx,,(w)j\}. Then 
and so .(‘d x.$” dP > W(l(x,Ilp). W e now apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
(i, xzp dPj2 < P(A) W(x,,*2P). 
But 
X(X,*~“) < (f,(~))~~/86 < (1 + A)2p I(xIIzp/86 < (V I(~~ll~)~/46. 
Combining the inequalities, we see that P(A) > 46. 
Now suppose that P(r < N) < 6. Then if we set B = A n 15 = N 1. 
P(B) > 36. and so 
> B(IIx,IIzp) + [ (x,*‘” - !Ix,J~~,) dP 
. R 
> ~‘(IJx,JI~~) + 3 [ IJx~IJ~~ dP 
‘H 
Z P(ljx,llzp) + 3(1 - k)2p /IX//~’ P(B) 




) (1 +qzp 
since 
> a((1 -t 6) llxol12p)~ 
and 
27 IIxo/l > (1 -A> F(x) > (1 - A> IId 
~(IIx,l12p) < (f,W’” G (1 + n)2p llxIIZP. 
Consequently if we replace r by the stopping time 0, we obtain a better 
estimate. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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We now set (xl, = ($ I(x[(‘~ + d I(x[[~)“*~; 1 jE is a norm on E, and 
IIXII ,< 1x1, <(1 + WI IIXIL 
for each x in E. 
Next we show that there exists a positive constant C, such that if (x(~= 1 
and ly[,> 2~ then 
Let (s be a linear functional on (E, I( (I) with (b(x) = 1(x(1 and 114, (I= 1. We 
consider the cases I#(u)lh (T I/x/I and I$(y)I < o j/xl/ separately. 
First, suppose that I#(y)I > u I/x(1. Then 
> l1412p 2n - 
’ 2n ! 
11 + ei%12P dB> I(xl12p (1 + H~p(a))2p, 
0 
so that 
+-J Ix + eiey(~pdB> (1 + 4 llxll’“) ((1 + H~p(a))2P - 1)) 
0 
>1+c, 
for a suitably small positive C,, since IJxJ/ > f. 
Second, suppose that I@(y)/ < 0 IIxli. Note that this implies that 
lb + e’“vII 2 (1 - 0) llxll, and that IJx(( - IJx + e’“vll <CT J(xlj ,< cr, for 
0 < 8 < 271. We proceed in a manner similar to that of Theorem 5.1. Suppose 
that 0 < q < A/3.‘For each 0 < t ,< 1 there exists x(~) in M,, Y(l)Y and T, in TN 
with P(r, < N) > 6 such that 
Since x(‘) + (Y(S) - YW>Y E M, + y(s)y for s close to t, and since //x + y(t)y /I, 
is a continuous function of t, we can suppose that there exists K such that if 
t E Ii = ((j - l)/K,j/K] then 
xc’) = x(j’*) + (y(t) - y(j/K))y 
and tl = tj,K. 
We now define a new probability space (0, C, (Z,,)~~~, P) in exactly the 
same way as in Theorem 5.1, and define an HP-martingale x = (x,,)~~d by 
setting 
x,(t, w) = x, x,(t, w) = x;?,(w) 
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for 1 < n < N + 1. (Note that 8(x, ( C,, q,)(t, w) =x + ;(t)y, so that 
&(“I I C”, vl,) = Z(U) 14)) =Y.> 
Let us show that xEM,. Sincex,=x andF(x)</(l +k/2)(xl/ (by (*))- 
(Q) and (6) are both satisfied. Since 
and 
(p) is satisfied. Finally 
lIx,(t, w)ll = Ilxb”(Co)ll > (1 -n> J-(x’“) 
2 (1 -A) a(jlxb”il) > (1 -A) il((xx”)ii 
> (1 4) I/X + ~(t)yll = (1 - 4 ilq-u, / co, ~,)(h w)ll 
and 
and so (7) is satisfied. 
Next we define p E TN+, by setting p(t, w) = r{(w) + 1. and define t E T, 
by setting r = p A N. It follows from the construction that 
P(p<N)=P@=r)>& 
Notice that xz(t, w) f xi:‘*(o) only if x,*(t, o) = 11x(1, in which case 
xyyt, co) - xjyp (0) < Ilxl12P - I/x + j(t)ylI’” < 2pa 
and similarly 
Consequently, 
x,*2p(t, w) - x,;‘*‘“(co) < 2po. 
P((l +6. 2. 2-p)x;2p +- 86~,*~~)< f1f,,(~1”)2Pdt f (1 + 106)2po 
“0 
<(l +v)*~ /.I llx+y(t)yIl:Pdt+4pa. 
“’ 0 
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Thus 
l(xI(:p<(~(x))*p=( ((1 +s. 2-7x,*@ + 8sx;@)&J 
b=rl 
+i IP#?l 
(1 +.62 * 2-qxp**p + 86x,*Q) dP 
< (1 + rip jol Ilx + r(Ovll,‘” df +4PD - j 62 -px*2p dP. 
[p=rl 
Now 
I 62-px*2pdP>c3. 2-Nj(~I(2pP@=~) IP=rl 
> S*2-y1 - np > f322-N-1; 
since 4~0 = 62-N- * and q is arbitrary, it follows that 
IIxII:” < $j:” [Ix + eiey(l:PdB- lj22-N-3 
and so 
1 = 1x12 < &j’” (Ix + e”yl(y df9 - 822-N-3. 
0 
Thus once again 
for a suitably small C,. 
We now set 
[xl= ( f 2-n lx/:8..)1’2p: 
n=, 
I / is a norm on E, and 
IIXII 4 1x1 G 2 Ilxll and t (xl < Ix/,-n< 2 Ix/ 
for all x and n. Suppose that Ix I = 1 and that I y I = 8&, where 0 < E < 1. 
There exists n such that 2-” < E < 2 . 2-“. Then Jy12-“> 2~ IX/~-,,,, and so 
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Consequently 
+J’” jx + eioyyi2p de> 1 + 2 --n-lcz I, 
0 
and so (E, ( 1) is uniformly PL-convex. 
6. RELATIONS WITH COTYPE 
Suppose that (-6 II II) is a complex Banach space, that (E~):~~, is a 
Bernoulli sequence of random variables (i.e., (c,) is an independent sequence 
of real random variables with P(E, = 1) = P(E, = -1) = 4, for each n) and 
that (v,):~, is an independent sequence of complex random variables, each 
uniformly distributed on 1 z 1 = 1. We recall that (E, // I]) is of cofype q (where 
2 <q < co) if whenever (x,)~=, is a sequence in E for which Cf:, F,x,, 
converges almost surely then Z /(x,/]~ < co. We recall that the results of 
Kahane ] 121 show that if E is of cotype q there exists for each 1 < p < CL) a 
constant C, such that 
for all n and all y, ,..., y, in E, and that E is of cotype q if there exists 
1 <p < co and C, such that (**) holds for all n and all y, ,...,yn in E. 
If (y,)r=, is a sequence in E, and we set x, = Cj”=, qjyj, then (x,)T- ,, is 
an HP-martingale in E. Thus it follows from Theorem 5.2 that if (E, // II) is q- 
uniformly PL-convex then (E, /( 11) is of cotype q. 
All this is rather elementary, and in complete parallel to the real case. We 
do not know however that a uniformly PL-convex Banach space can be 
renormed to be q-uniformly PL-convex (Problem 8). For general uniformly 
PL-convex Banach spaces we must use results of Maurey and Pisier ] 16 / 
(see also ] 171). The arguments of ] 161 (or of ] 17)) carry over to the 
complex case to establish 
THEOREM 6.1 (Maurey-Pisier). A complex Banach space (E, // 11) is not 
of cotype q, for any 2 < q < 00, ly and only if 1 x(C) is finitely represented in 
E. 
If I,(C) is finitely represented in E, then E clearly satisfies the finite p- 
martingale condition, for 1 < p < co ; applying Theorem 5.4, we obtain 
COROLLARY 6.2. Zf (E,I/ 11) is uniformly PL-convex. then (E, I/ 11) is 01 
cotype q for some 2 ,< q < 00. 
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We now give an example of a complex Banach space of cotype 2 which 
cannot be given an equivalent norm under which it is uniformly PL-convex. 
The example (Theorem 6.3) and its corollary are due to Gilles Pisier; we are 
grateful to him for allowing us to present hem here. 
Let T be the circle group with Haar measure m, and let y be a generator 
for the dual group. As usual, let the Hardy space Hy be the closed linear 
span in L, = L,(T, m) of the characters {yk: k = 1, 2 ,... }. 
THEOREM 6.3 (Pisier). There is no equivalent norm on L ,/Hy under 
which L,IHy is uniformly PL-convex. 
ProoJ: We construct an H,-martingale (x,J~& (in the sense of Section 
5) taking values in Lc,/Hy, such that 
and such that 
ll-%(~)IlL,,rfy G 1 for all n and o 
for all n and CO. 
Thus L,/Hy satisfies the finite l-martingale condition, and so the result 
follows from the easy part of Theorem 5.4. 
Let (~,),“=r be an independent sequence of random variables on a 
probability space (~2, ,?Y, P), each uniformly distributed on 1 z / = 1, and let 
Z” = fJ(Vl ,***, r,). Let q be the quotient mapping L , + L 1 /Hy . For each n, we 
set 
and set X, = q(r,). Note that 
Since y3nrcn--1 E Hy. Thus (xn)zzo is an Ha-martingale. For each w, each of 
the factors in rr,(w) is real and non-negative, so that 
ll~&-911L, =i, kfJ ( 1 + f(ij,(m) y3’ + qk(Cc)) y-3k) dm = 1, 
by the orthogonality of characters. Thus J(x~(w)~/~,,H~ < 1. Further 
d,,(w) = fv,(o) qW3’%-J 
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so that 
This completes the proof. 
Bout-gain 15 ) has shown that L ,/H! has cotype 2. 
The next corollary answers a question raised by Varopoulos. 
COROLLARY 6.4. The disc algebra A(D) is not the continuous image qf’a 
C*-algebra. 
Proof. If it were, the dual of A(D) would be isomorphic to a subspace of 
the dual of a C*-algebra, and could therefore be renormed to be 2-uniformly 
PL-convex, by Theorem 4.3. But L,/Hy is isomorphic to a subspace of the 
dual of A(D), by the F. and M. Riesz Theorem (cf. ( 19. 1.21). and so this is 
not possible. 
7. THE UNIFORM CONVEXITY OF COMPLEX LATTICES 
If (E, I/ 11) is a real Banach lattice, there is a close relationship between 
cotype properties of E and the possibility of giving E an equivalent 
uniformly convex norm. A detailed account of this appears in Chap. 1 of 
1141; we shall assume that the reader is familiar with the definitions and 
results of this chapter. 
In this section, we obtain corresponding results for complex Banach 
lattices. If anything, the results are more satisfactory in this case, in that it is 
not necessary to impose p-convexity conditions for some p > 1: the convexity 
of the norm is sufficient. Let us remark that the Krivine functional calculus 
carries over easily to the complex case, and se we can define concavity 
constants and lower estimates as in the real case. 
Our first result corresponds closely to [ 14, Theorem 1 .f. 1 I. 
THEOREM 7.1. Whose that 6% II II) is a complex Banach lattice whose 
2-concavity constant is equal to one. Then (E, 11 1) is 2-unlyormly PL-convex, 
and f,,,(E) = i. 
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ProoJ: By Proposition 3.1, 
for all complex numbers zr and z2. By the Krivine calculus, 
for all x1 and x2 in E. Since 
and 
by 2-concavity, the result follows immediately. 
Applying Theorem l.f.16 and Proposition l.d.8 of [ 141, we obtain 
COROLLARY 7.1. If (E, (1 II) is a complex Banach lattice, the fillowing 
are equivalent: 
(i) E is of cotype 2, 
(ii) E is 2-concave, 
(iii) there is an equivalent norm on E under which (E, II 11) is a 2- 
uniformly PL-convex Banach lattice. 
The next result is the complex version of Theorem l.f.10 of [ 141. 
THEOREM 7.3. Suppose that 2 < q < co, and that (E, (I II) is a complex 
Banach lattice whose lower q-estimate constant is equal to one. Then (E, 1) 11) 
is q-uniformly PL-convex. 
ProoJ By Theorem l.b.14 of [14], we may assume that (E, I( 11) is a 
Kothe function space on a suitable probability space (Q, Z &u) and that E’ is 
norming. Suppose that x and y are in E, and that ](x]J = 1, 11 yll< 1. We set 
v = $j:n Ix + e’“yI de. 
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Note that 0 < /x/G u and 0 < ) yJ < v, and that j/t’// < 2. Notice aiso 
u(w) > (Ix(u)l’ + t lV(~~12P2* 
Now let 
on = iw: Ix(QJ)l< u(m) - Ix(w)lI, 
ui= {w: 2-9x(w)/< u(w)-/x(w)/ < 2. 2m’/x(w)/} 
SO that 11 JX,,/( < 3 fi 2 -j’* //xxqjl/. Further if w E ‘Jic 0 Uj* /x(w)~ = D(O) and 
so Y(W) = 0. Consequently, usmg HGlder’s inequality with indices 4 and 
q/(q - 1) we obtain that 
Thus there exists a constant D, depending only on q, such that 
/IY/I~ <D //~x,,,Ilq + ” 2 i i!xxojilq). 
( ,T, 
Now let x’ be a positive element of E’ with 
~‘(1x1) =.I x’ Ix/ dp = 1 = (lx’//. 
Using the elementary inequality 
bq/q < a - (a” - bq)‘lq 
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(valid when a > 1 and 0 ,< b < a) and the fact that the lower q-estimate 
constant for E is equal to one, we have 
wx,llqY4 = (II /xl x,ll”>ls 
= II 1x1 II- (II /xl II4 -II lxlx$)“q 
G II lx/ II -II 1x1 - Mx,ll 
< x’(lxl> - x.‘(lxI - 1x1 x,) 
= x’(I4 x,> 
forj= 1, 2,.... Further, since 0 < Ix/< U, we have 
(II %,Ilq)lq G II 0 II - II u - %,ll 
G II4 -II 1x1 - lxl;Y,oll 
~ll~II--‘~l~I-l~lxoo~ 
= 114 - 1 + x’(lxl &,I. 
Combining these inequalities, and using the dominated convergence theorem, 
it follows that 
Il~ll”<Dq II~II- 1 +~‘~l4x,,)+ F 2-jx’(jxj X”,) j=l 
<Dq (llvll - 1 + g x’((v - Ixl)x,)) 
j=O 




and so (E, I( 11) is q-uniformly PL-convex. 
Since a complex Banach lattice which satisfies a lower q-estimate can be 
given an equivalent complex Banach lattice norm for which the lower q- 
estimate constant is one (cf. [ 14, Lemma 1 .f. 11 I), we obtain 
COROLLARY 7.4. Suppose that 2 < q < 0~) and that (E, (( 11) is a complex 
Banach lattice. The following are equivalent: 
(i) E is of cot-vpe q, 
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(ii) E satisfies a lower q-estimate; 
(iii) there is an equivalent norm on E under which (E, (I ~1) is a q- 
uniformlWv PL-convex Banach lattice. 
Of course, Pisier’s example [ 14, Example 1.f. 19 ] shows that Theorem 7.3 
and Corollary 7.4(ii), (iii) do not extend to the case q = 2. 
Tokarev [ 23 ) showed that a Banach lattice with cotype has an equivalent 
norm under which it is y-uniformly PL-convex, for some 3, 2 < ;’ < cc. 
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